Class: Sensory Art-Making, After School Program
For: Lefferts Gardens Montessori School
Weeks: 5
Duration: 45 minutes
Ages: 2-5

These classes are designed to be scaffolded up or down depending on age and developmental ability.
The structure of this 5-week unit is closely aligned with the Montessori approach to art-making:
open-ended and process-based. Each week, we will focus on one specific material (foil, tape, etc.) as
our primary art supply. Examples of projects will be shown to the class as inspiration, but ultimately
each student will create their very own unique masterpiece. Each workshop will incorporate elements of
Storytelling, Sensory Exploration and I maginative Play.

Week 1: Spices
Discussion: As a class, we will discuss what we use our noses for. “Our nose helps us
smell, which is one of our five senses”. We will discuss the way we use seasonings to
cook, and then explore how we can use seasonings to make art.
Sensory Activity: In small groups, we will smell a large sensory container filled with
plain jasmine rice. Students can take turns squishing and playing with the rice. Then, I
will add ‘strawberry essence’ to the rice and we will explore how adding it completely
changes the smell.
Guiding Questions: Does it smell good? Can you describe how it smells? Do they smell
the same? What does it remind you of? What kinds of stories can we tell about smell?
Project: Seasoning Painting. We will make our own works of art using a variety of
seasonings/spices including: Turmeric, Rosemary, Cinnamon, Curry, Nutmeg, Mustard
Seeds, Garlic, Oregano (Spices will be mixed with white glue. For ages 2-3: Seasonings
will be mixed with simply water and we will paint with brushes or fingers.)
Emphasis: Making art with these items gives students a unique opportunity to gain
exposure to new smells and seasonings. This project is truly multi-sensory as it utilizes
our sense of ‘seeing’, ‘touching’, and ‘smelling’. Additionally, working with these items
helps students expand their appreciation and relationship with food in a creative way.
Materials: Assorted Seasonings, Elmer's Glue, Water, Brushes, Cardstock, Rice,
Strawberry Essence

Week 2: Wax
Discussion: Student’s will be shown oil and water shakers and we will engage in a
discussion about the different colors, what happens when we shake it, and why the
colors separate after settling: “Water and oil don’t mix” . We will discuss how crayons are
made of wax, and wax is a kind of oil.
Se
 nsory Activity: Each child will be given a paper plate and a variety of wiki sticks.
Wicki sticks are a wax-based art supply that students will use to sculpt a creation of their
own. Student’s will be encouraged to create three-dimensional shapes, designs, or
characters.
Guiding Questions: Is your Wiki Stick smooth or sticky? Can you bend it? What shapes
can you make with them? What is wax? Do you think wax mixes with water? (O
 lder
students: What is 2D? What is 3D?)
Project: Watercolor Resist Painting. Students will be shown a demonstration of how to
do a watercolor resist painting. Each student will get the chance to make their own
unique piece on watercolor paper.
Emphasis: Wiki Sticks give students an opportunity to explore kinesthetic learning while
squeezing and molding the wax into shapes. This also strengthens fine-motor skills all
while expressing their inner creativity. The oil shakers and resist painting gives students
the chance to become scientists as they make predictions and test their hypothesis.
(What will happen if we mix this with water?, etc.)
Materials: Watercolor Paint, Brushes, Cardstock, Crayons (especially white), Wiki
Sticks, Watercolor Paper, Oil/Water shakers

Week 3: Tape
Discussion: What is a line? Using painters tape we will create paths/guides on the floor:
some straight, some curvy, some with arrows and some with shapes.
Se
 nsory Activity: Students will work collaboratively to create these designs around the
room. We will explore the texture/feeling of the tape. We will move our bodies around the
room, trying our best to walk on the lines we designed.
Guiding Questions: Do we use lines to create shapes in art? Is this design curvy or
straight? What can we use tape for? Does one side feel different than the other? What is
this a path to?
Project: Painters Tape Resist Art. Students will apply tape on cardstock, creating a
design of their choice. We will then paint over our designs using paint chunkies.
Students have the option of peeling the tape off, revealing a resist (see below).
Emphasis: Painters tape is a significant teaching tool as it helps children strengthen
both fine and gross motor skills. Additionally, these projects encourage pattern-making,
shape identification, and sequencing, all while having lots of fun!
Materials: Paint Chunkies, Assorted Painters Tape Rolls, Cardstock, Photos of Piet
Mondrian’s art

Week 4: Model Magic
Discussion: We will look at pictures of sculptures and make predictions about how they
were created. We will study the pictures and engage in a discussion about what the art
looks like to us, if we’ve seen something like it, who created it and why, and we will ask
ourselves how it makes us feel.
Se
 nsory Activity: Younger Group: Will get to manipulate playdough using rollers and
cookie cutters. We will practice techniques such as: rolling balls, long strings, pancakes,
etc. Older Group: We will immediately get to manipulate the model magic and practice
dyeing it and creating a marble effect. Go through the steps to design a flower to practice
layering and folding.
Guiding Questions: What kinds of shapes can we make using model magic? Will our
structures stand upright? Can we use tools to help us?
Project: Spiders, monsters, animals, furniture, abstract pieces… entirely open-ended.
Emphasis: Model magic gives students the opportunity to create three dimensional art.
It is a wonderful introduction to pottery and clay. It strengthens fine-motor skills and
encourages students to utilize their imagination and creativity. There are structural
challenges in making sculptures, and this is a great opportunity to practice creative
problem-solving.
Materials: Model Magic, Crayola Markers, Anti-Sequence, Popsicle sticks, Pipe
Cleaners, Googly Eyes, Playdough & toys, Toothpicks (older kids), Cardstock, Photos of
Sculptures

Week 5: Bubble Wrap
Discussion: What is a bubble? We discuss what bubble wrap is and how it is used. We
will think of things we might need bubble wrap for: Toys, Cups, Glass, etc. Once we
understand it’s intended use, we can then explore all the other alternative ways we can
use bubble wrap: to create sounds, create games, make art, etc.
Se
 nsory Activity: Bubble Wrap Runway! We will lay bubble wrap on the floor and
practice walking on it, experimenting with the ways it makes sounds as we step. Play
“keep the balloon in the air” while standing on bubble wrap.
Guiding Questions: Can we walk on the bubble wrap without making any sounds?
What do we like about the bubble wrap? What don’t we like? Are the popping sounds
funny? Scary?
Project: Students will have the opportunity to experiment with the various ways to make
art using bubble wrap. They will be shown how to paint on bubble wrap and use it as a
stamp by pressing paper on top of it. Students will also be given small strips of it to use
as collage material. This becomes ‘interactive’ after it dries, giving students the chance
to ‘pop’ their art.
Emphasis: This activity gives kids the opportunity to see ‘artistic potential’ in an object
that usually gets thrown away. Bubble wrap is interactive, which is why kids are so
drawn to it. It helps students see how ‘garbage’ could be repurposed and reused. Some
other skills that are strengthened when playing with bubble wrap include: Cause and
effect, fine motor, and pattern making.
Materials: Lots of Bubble Wrap, Tempera Paint, Brushes, Painters Tape, Cardstock

